LIVE MUSIC PACKAGES

I.

LETS CHAT

‘Lets Chat’ is simply about the design process - this grants you unlimited consultation, aimed at
creating YOUR design (we don’t stop until we get it exactly right!) This is for the couple from
anywhere on the globe who just want to create a concept and learn how to implement it.
Together we create your Creative Music Design - you are not obligated to continue with
Classical Entertainment after that point. Of course, we are available to turnkey your music if
you so desire, at which point the full price of the Chat Sessions will be applied to your bill.
COST: $250.00

II.

THE TRENDY

‘The Trendy’ is for today’s modern and upbeat couple. You’ve got a DJ and you’d like just a
little more flair via adding a live musician to the mix. Classical Entertainment will do all the
musical prep work and coordinate with the DJ of your choice. Together we will work out which
portions of the Wedding Celebration you wish to add the live musician to - maybe the
Ceremony (Processionals, Special Moment, Recessional) or maybe Cocktails (this is fun!) or
maybe to play live with tracks for your First Dance or the Cake Cutting. Let’s hear your ideas!
STARTING AT $350*

III.

THE QUINTESSENTIALS

Here we go! The dictionary definition of Quintessential is “the perfect example of quality or
class.” This category has several options and handles everything from Solo, Duo, Trio or
Quartet, to custom instrumentations; from standard to specialty offerings; out-of-the-box
concepts, and/or artists of a particular nationality. This is for the couple that desires to have
their love story expressed through their instrumental music. Careful: this is not for those who
simply want something quick and easy. Rather, we take our time and dig in deep to create the
perfect, unique Creative Music Design. No two couples are alike and so no two wedding
celebrations are alike…
STARTING AT $500*
(Solo Artist with Amplification)

IV.

FINESSE

The Finesse is the most comprehensive package, created solely for and by Classical
Entertainment, only available through us. We play the ceremony as classical as you wish, then
for cocktails head into love songs, pop tunes, classic rock, lite jazz… whatever you need.
STARTING AT $3500*
(Up to 6 Artists with Amplification)

*Due to the level of customization for each client, the actual cost cannot be determined
until after the consultation and decision on the Creative Music Design.

